
Hey! Creators! It’s me, Rolo!
WHOA!! WHO—or WHAT—is chewing on my Top Secret Mission??

Wait! You heard the latest episode right? The one with all the DINOSAURS? Do you think a dinosaur 
might be chewing on this message?? What if they chew up even more stuff? We’ve gotta catch them 
before they chew up the whole amusement park I’m trying to build!

OK, here’s the plan: your mission is to design a dinosaur catcher of some kind. Maybe it’s a cage 
with some bait inside…or a hole in the ground…but I also know you can get more creative than that! 
Imagine some weird new ideas for how to catch a dinosaur, and then share them with me so I can 
catch some dinosaurs before they chew up everything around here. Teamwork!

• Check out the next page for my idea for a dinosaur catcher! 

• Then, draw your own dinosaur, and the catcher that will catch them.

• Then, write me a sentence or two describing how the whole thing works.

• THEN, get a grownup to send it to me! 

I’m SO EXCITED to start building this theme park…just as soon as we solve this little dinosaur problem.

I can’t wait to see what you come up with!

Your Friend,  

Rolo

Grownups: to share your kid’s dinosaur catcher, please go to storypirates.com/submit-a-story, 
and select “Mission from Rolo” as your reason for submitting.
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TOP SECRET



The dinosaur is going to get caught in this big hole in the ground! See, the  
hole is like 20 feet wide! That dinosaur will walk up and fall right in. Why 

won’t the dinosaur just go around it, you ask? Well because...uh...because...oh 
wow, that’s a good point actually. See, this is exactly why I need your  

help, Creators! Please help me think of a better dinosaur catcher!

Your friend, Rolo

Rolo’s Dinosaur Catcher


